OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

START LIGHTS

Manual mode:

• Pressing the RED BUTTON all RED LIGHTS should come ON.
• Then pressing the GREEN BUTTON, red lights should go off and all GREEN LIGHTS should come ON.
• Pressing the ALL OFF BUTTON, all lights should go OFF.

Automatic mode:

Normal start
• When pressing the RED BUTTON the RED LIGHTS should start coming on one by one till all five lights are ON.
• FIVE seconds from when the first light comes on till when all five lights are on.
• Pressing the ALL OFF button all lights should go OFF.
• If a start abort is needed then pressing the ORANGE BUTTON while the five lights are coming on should stop the procedure and ORANGE LIGHTS should come ON FLASHING.
• Then pressing the GREEN BUTTON should switch all lights OFF and GREEN LIGHTS should come ON.

PIT EXIT LIGHTS:

• The pit exit light should always remain independent in both modes (AUTO / MANUAL).
• As an option, pit exit light could also be operated remotely (from race control).
• Pressing the OFF button all lights should go OFF.